The interaction between the immune system and pathogens is often conceptualised as a predator--prey interaction ([@b14]). While this analogy is useful, it overlooks the fact that both immune proliferation and pathogen replication depend on within-host resources. This joint dependence may be an additional source of antagonism between the immune system and pathogens. For example, if both the immune system and pathogens use the same resource, or if there is a metabolic link between their resources, then the two interact not only as predator and prey but also as competitors.

It is well known that both the immune system and pathogens depend on host resources. Detailed studies of the immune system have measured the metabolic cost of mounting an immune response. For example, vaccination with protein antigen has been shown to increase metabolic rate between 15 and 30% ([@b28]). Similarly, many studies have documented changes in host resources caused by pathogen infection ([@b36]; [@b15]). For example, [@b19] showed that patterns of parasite virulence across a food gradient could be explained as a consequence of pathogen resource acquisition strategy.

Moreover, previous authors have noted that resource depletion by pathogens can reduce the ability of the host to mount an immune response ([@b25]; [@b9]). If the immune system competes for resources with pathogens, then the reciprocal interaction, whereby the immune system depletes resources and reduces the ability of the pathogen to replicate, is also possible.

Gaining insight into how resource dependence affects within-host dynamics is important because host internal resource abundance depends, in part, on the external environment (i.e. host food availability). Since the dynamics of food in the environment will depend on host population dynamics, internal resource dependence creates the potential for among-host dynamics to influence within-host dynamics. The reciprocal feedback, from within-host to among-host dynamics, is an emerging area of research and is known to affect, for example, the evolution of virulence ([@b29]).

Here, we develop general theory to explore the consequences of resource dependence for within-host dynamics of the immune system and pathogens. We derive a series of models describing the resource interaction between our two protagonists, from each having separate resources (fully independent) to the two depending on the same resource (fully antagonistic). These models are qualitatively distinct both from existing models of within-host dynamics and from other consumer--resource models. Because increasing resources should have both costs and benefits for the pathogen ([@b5]), we focus our analysis on the response of pathogen load to increasing resource supply. We show that pathogen load will increase if the immune system and pathogens have independent resources, or if the pathogen is able to suppress the immune response by preempting the resource use of the immune system. If, on the other hand, the immune system can preempt the pathogen\'s resource use, we show that the pathogen load will decrease. Finally, if they compete for the same within-host resource, we show that pathogen load peaks at intermediate resource supply. To investigate whether similar resource-based patterns exist in the empirical literature, we also present the results of a literature survey documenting the response of pathogens to changes in host food across a wide range of host--pathogen systems.

Material and Methods
====================

Theory often assumes that the immune--pathogen interaction can be modelled as a predator--prey interaction. For example, if *I* is the number of immune cells and *N* is the number of pathogens, then a simple model for this interaction is: In this model, *a*~*B*~ is the baseline proliferation rate of the immune system, *f*~*I*~ is the contact rate between immune and pathogen cells (resulting in pathogen death), *a*~*I*~ quantifies the additional induction of the immune system caused by immune--pathogen contacts, *m* is the per capita loss rate of immune cells, *f*~*N*~ is the replication rate of the pathogen, and *d* is the background pathogen loss rate.

To incorporate resource dependence, we allow *a*~*B*~, *a*~*I*~ and *f*~*N*~ to be functions of some internal host resource *R* \[i.e. *a*~*B*~ = *a*~*B*~ (*R*), *a*~*I*~ = *a*~*I*~ (*R*) and *f*~*N*~ = *f*~*N*~ (*R*)\]. Here, we assume these internal resources take the form of within-host energy. Extending the predator--prey analogy, we consider four possible 'food web topologies' describing the interaction between energy, immunity and pathogens ([Fig. 1](#fig01){ref-type="fig"}).

![Depiction of the possible topologies of the interaction between energy *E*, the immune system *I* and pathogens *N*. Energy from the reserves can be used directly to fuel immune proliferation or pathogen replication, or it can first be allocated to intermediate energy bins *E*~*I*~ and *E*~*N*~ that fuel proliferation and replication.](ele0017-0284-f1){#fig01}

All four models assume that the host acquires energy from the environment at the constant rate *θ*. This energy then enters a pool of metabolisable reserves *E* that is the proximate source of energy for all metabolic processes, including immune proliferation and pathogen replication. We consider two possible pathways from the energy reserves *E* to either immune cells *I* or pathogens *N*: energy in *E* can be used directly to fuel either immune proliferation or pathogen replication, or it can first be allocated to intermediate energy 'bins', *E*~*I*~ or *E*~*N*~, that fuel immune proliferation and pathogen replication, respectively. These bins represent temporary storage pools of reserve energy that has been allocated by the host. Bear in mind that, whereas *E*~*I*~ represents energy the host is allocating for immune proliferation (e.g. an 'immune bin'), *E*~*N*~ should not be thought of as a 'pathogen bin'. Rather, the energy in *E*~*N*~ is intended for a host metabolic process but is diverted by the pathogen. The four models analysed here represent all possible combinations of the different immune and pathogen pathways.

Independent resource model
--------------------------

We describe the independent resource model in full detail, as all other models are simplications of it. The biological interpretation of model parameters is given in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}. The full model is: The host acquires energy from the environment at a constant rate *θ*. This energy enters the energy reserves *E*, and is then non-reversibly allocated to fuel all metabolic processes (eqn [3](#e3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). We assume that energy is used at a constant per capita rate *r* by all non-epidemiological processes. Energy flows to two other energy 'bins', *E*~*I*~ and *E*~*N*~, at the per capita rates *r*~*I*~ and *r*~*N*~. These serve as the proximate resources for the immune system and pathogen, respectively.

###### 

Model parameters, their biological interpretation and values for this study. 'Flow rate' in the interpretations implies an energy flow rate. Parameter values were chosen so that the pathogen-free equilibrium values and were identical across all models

  Parameter   Interpretation                                          1\. Independent energy   2\. Pathogen priority   3\. Immune priority   4\. Energy antagonism
  ----------- ------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------ ----------------------- --------------------- -----------------------
  *θ*         Energy acquisition rate                                 0.1--30.0                0.1--30.0               0.1--30.0             0.1--30.0
  *r*         Flow rate to non-epidemiological processes              1.0                      2.0                     1.0                   2.0
  *r*~*I*~    Flow rate to immune energy bin                          1.0                      1.0                                           
  *r*~*N*~    Flow rate to pathogen energy bin                        1.0                                              1.0                   
  *a*         Flow rate from pathogen bin to host processes           1.0                                              1.0                   
  *a*~*B*~    Baseline flow rate to immune system                     1.0                      1.0                     1.0                   1.0
  *a*~*I*~    Induced flow rate to immune system per pathogenkilled   1.0                      1.0                     1.0                   1.0
  *ε*~*I*~    Cost of producing immune cell                           2.0                      2.0                     2.0                   2.0
  *ε*~*N*~    Cost of producing pathogen                              1.0                      1.0                     1.0                   1.0
  *f*~*I*~    Killing rate per immune cell                            2.0                      2.0                     2.0                   2.0
  *f*~*N*~    Energy consumption rate per pathogen                    20.0                     20.0                    20.0                  20.0
  *m*~*I*~    Immune cell background mortality rate                   1.0                      1.0                     1.0                   1.0
  *m*~*N*~    Pathogen background mortality rate                      0.1                      0.1                     0.1                   0.1

Energy in the *E*~*I*~-bin is used to fuel immune proliferation at a baseline per capita rate *a*~*B*~ (eqn [4](#e4){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Immune--pathogen encounters occur at the rate *f*~*I*~*IN*, resulting in additional energy flow to immune proliferation. *a*~*I*~ quantifies the amount of energy per pathogen killed. Additional immune cells *I* are produced at an energetic cost of *ε*~*I*~ (eqn [5](#e5){ref-type="disp-formula"}). These cells die at a constant background rate *m*~*I*~.

Energy in the *E*~*N*~-bin is used by the host at a constant per capita rate *a* (eqn [6](#e6){ref-type="disp-formula"}). The pathogen steals energy at the constant pathogen-specific rate *f*~*N*~. Conceptually, the pathogen has a Type I functional response. Additional pathogens *N* are produced at an energetic cost of *ε*~*N*~ (eqn [7](#e7){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Pathogens die at a constant background rate of *m*~*N*~, and are killed by the immune system at the rate *f*~*I*~*IN*.

The key feature of this model is the separate resources for the immune system and pathogens, so that they do not interact through resources. Biologically, such a situation might arise if pathogenic infection is highly localised (e.g. tissue-specific). This model represents a simple extension of the standard predator--prey-type models used in epidemiology.

Pathogen priority model
-----------------------

In this model, the pathogen is assumed to steal energy directly from the reserves. This eliminates the equation for *E*~*N*~ and replaces the allocation to *E*~*N*~ in the *dE*/*dt* equation with the pathogen\'s functional response. The pathogen potentially weakens the immune response by reducing the flow of energy to *E*~*I*~, thereby indirectly reducing the immune proliferation rate.

Immune priority model
---------------------

In this model, the immune system uses energy directly from the reserves. This eliminates the equation for *E*~*I*~ and replaces the allocation to *E*~*I*~ in the *dE*/*dt* equation with the baseline and induced allocations to immune proliferation. Here, the immune system reduces pathogen load both by direct killing and by indirectly reducing the flow of energy to *E*~*N*~.

Energy antagonism model
-----------------------

This model eliminates both the *E*~*I*~ and *E*~*N*~ bins. The immune system and pathogens are now directly competing for the same resource. This complexity makes it hard to predict how such a system would respond to changes in key energetic parameters.

Results
=======

We focus on how changing the energy acquisition rate *θ* affects the equilibrium system state for each model. Expressions for the equilibrium pathogen load and immune abundance can be found in Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

###### 

Expressions for the equilibrium pathogen load and immune abundance for each of the four models. Ecological interpretations of these expressions in terms of resource gain and loss rates (for ) and pathogen replication and immune killing rates (for ) can be found in eqns (19) and (20) in the main text. or is the equilibrium pathogen resource abundance, as defined in Appendix S1

  Model name                     Pathogen load,   Immune cells,
  ------------------------------ ---------------- ---------------
  1\. Independent energy model                    
  2\. Pathogen priority model                     
  3\. Immune priority model                       
  4\. Energy antagonism model                     

The expressions for both equilibria have intuitive ecological interpretations: From these expressions, high pathogen load can result from high rates of resource gain \[numerator of (19)\], which fuels rapid replication rates, or slow rates of resource depletion \[denominator of (19)\], which allows the pathogen population to build up without suppressing resource abundance too much. High immune abundance can result from high rates of pathogen replication \[numerator of (20)\] or low rates of immune killing \[denominator of (20)\], both of which result in high pathogen loads and thus, increased immune induction.

The expressions are quite similar among the models, reflecting the broad similarities in model structure. The lone noticeable difference among the expressions in Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} is in the denominator of the expression for equilibrium pathogen load for the energy antagonism model (model 4). For all models, the pathogen\'s resource is depleted by pathogen energy theft ( or ); in the energy antagonism model, there is an additional depletion of energy caused by the proliferation of the immune system. The use of the pathogen\'s resource by the immune system acts to reduce the equilibrium pathogen load.

How does increased energy acquisition by the host (*θ*) affect the pathogen and immune abundances? Our analysis shows that the four models make qualitatively different predictions ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}; see Appendix S1 for analytical details): For the independent energy model, both equilibrium pathogen load and immune abundance are increasing functions of acquisition rate *θ*.For the pathogen priority model, is an increasing function of *θ*, whereas is constant.For the immune priority model, peaks at very low values of acquisition rate, so pathogen load tends to be a decreasing function of *θ*, whereas is an increasing function of *θ*.For the energy antagonism model, equilibrium pathogen load peaks at an intermediate energy acquisition rate *θ*, whereas equilibrium immune abundance is an increasing function of *θ*. Figure 2Equilibrium model predictions as energy acquisition rate *θ* increases. Panels a--d show the equilibrium abundances (solid), (dashed) and (dot-dash). The proximate resource for the immune system is highlighted in dark grey and the proximate resource for the pathogen is highlighted in light grey. Panels e--h show the immune abundances when the pathogen is present (solid, *N*+) and absent (dashed, *N*−). Note that increasing energy acquisition increases the number of immune cells even in the absence of infection because of the baseline immune allocation parameter *a*~*B*~. Panels i--l show the pathogen load. Panels m--p show the net gain rate (solid, point-up triangles) and per capita loss rate (dashed, point-down triangles) of the pathogen\'s resource (the numerator and denominator, respectively, of the equations in Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}). Note that these quantities have different units (1/time vs. 1/pathogens/time). Parameter values are given in Table[1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}.

We show that these predictions can be understood by considering how increasing acquisition rate *θ* affects the energy reserve *E*, which serves as the proximate source of energy for both the immune system and pathogens. [Figure 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"} plots equilibrium values for each variable as acquisition rate *θ* increases.

For the independent energy model (model 1), increasing energy acquisition *θ* greatly increases reserves , which increases the abundances of both the immune () and pathogen () resources ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}a). This subsequently increases both immune abundance ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}e) and pathogen load ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}i). These predictions are ecologically intuitive. In the absence of nonlinearity, increasing the availability of a resource will increase the abundance of its consumer. Note that the immune abundance increases with energy acquisition exactly as it does in the absence of pathogens because at equilibrium the immune abundance depends only on the amount of energy in *E*.

For the pathogen priority model (model 2), increasing energy acquisition *θ* has no effect on the abundance of the pathogen resource (; [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}b). This indicates that any increase in energy acquisition leads directly to an increase in pathogen load ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}j) -- the pathogen is preempting energy allocation to the immune system. The constant abundance of reserves but increasing pathogen load lead to declining abundance of the immune resource () and a constant immune abundance ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}b,f). Immune abundance is constant because, despite more frequent immune--pathogen encounters as *θ* increases, the declining immune resource means there is not enough energy to translate these encounters into increased immune proliferation. Thus, pathogen energy preemption suppresses the immune response.

For the immune priority model (model 3), increasing energy acquisition *θ* increases both the immune () and pathogen () resource ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}c). The pathogen resource increases because the increase in immune abundance ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}g) suppresses the pathogen abundance ([Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}k). This implies that less energy is stolen by the pathogen, so the pathogen resource is able to increase. The immune resource preemption suppresses pathogen replication even as the resource increases. Note that pathogen load does increase over a very narrow range of acquisition rate *θ* values, which we discuss below.

The energy antagonism model (model 4) combines features of both the pathogen priority and immune priority results. When acquisition rate *θ* is low, pathogen energy consumption suppresses the immune response. The abundances of the resource () and immune cells remain constant while pathogen load increases, as in the pathogen priority model (compare panels d, h and l at low *θ* to panels b, f and j). As *θ* increases, the pathogen is less able to suppress the immune response, the abundances of the immune resource and immune cells increase and the pathogen declines, as in the immune priority model (compare panels d, h and l at high *θ* to panels c, g and k).

Both the immune priority model and the energy antagonism model predict a peak in pathogen load. Mathematically, the peak occurs because the net gain rate of pathogen resource is a decelerating function of energy acquisition rate *θ*, whereas the per capita loss rate is an accelerating function of *θ* (the numerators and denominators of Table[2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}; see [Fig. 2](#fig02){ref-type="fig"}o,p). Over low values of *θ*, the increase in the numerator (net gain rate) outweighs the increase in the denominator (per capita loss rate) and pathogen load increases; but as *θ* increases, the increase in the denominator outweighs the increase in the numerator and pathogen load decreases. Biologically, the peak occurs because of resource use by the immune system, with differences in topology affecting where pathogen load peaks. For the immune priority model, because the immune system has access to energy 'upstream' of the pathogen the peak occurs for very low values of *θ*. Therefore, increasing *θ* is more likely to *decrease* pathogen load. For the energy antagonism model, the pathogen\'s resource acquisition can suppress the immune response, increasing the range of *θ* values over which pathogen load increases.

The differences between the two models can be seen in [Fig. 3](#fig03){ref-type="fig"}. The solid line gives the acquisition rate *θ* where pathogen load peaks for the immune priority and energy antagonism models, for different values of pathogen energy consumption rate *f*~*N*~ and immune attack rate *f*~*I*~. The hatched regions of the plots show parameter combinations where increasing acquisition rate will increase pathogen load. These plots show that increasing acquisition rate is more likely to increase pathogen load under the energy antagonism model. The predictions of the immune priority model are not very sensitive to variation in either pathogen consumption rate or immune killing rate. In contrast, for the energy antagonism model, increasing pathogen energy consumption rate increases the value of energy acquisition rate where pathogen load peaks, whereas increasing immune killing rate decreases it.

![The regions of parameter space where increasing energy acquisition rate *θ* increases pathogen load for the immune priority and energy antagonism models. The solid line in all four panels shows the *θ* values where pathogen load peaks. Panels a and b show this peak for varying values of pathogen energy consumption rate *f*~*N*~, whereas panels c and d show the peak for varying values of immune killing rate *f*~*I*~. For parameter combinations in the hatched regions, increasing *θ* increases pathogen load.](ele0017-0284-f3){#fig03}

Literature survey
-----------------

To evaluate whether empirical studies support the general prediction that pathogen response to host resources can vary, we surveyed the literature for studies that varied the quantity of the host\'s diet (corresponding to variation in *θ* in our models) and measured the impact on pathogens. [Figure 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"} shows that all three outcomes predicted by our theory have been observed experimentally, including peak load at intermediate food ([@b27]; [@b37]). A full list of empirical studies and search criteria can be found in Appendix S2. Included studies fit two criteria. First, we included only experimental studies that controlled both host food and pathogen exposure; however, correlational studies also indicate that pathogens can increase or decrease in response to changes in host diet ([@b40]; [@b6]). Second, we included only studies using parasites that can undergo population dynamics in a single host; this excludes most macroparasites, including ectoparasites and intestinal parasites, whose offspring typically disperse away from the focal host. Again, studies using such parasites indicate that parasite abundance can increase or decrease in response to changes in host diet ([@b33]; [@b47]). The fact that both correlational field studies and experiments with macroparasites show that parasite abundance varies with host diet suggests that energy may generally be an important driver of within-host dynamics.

![The number of host--pathogen systems showing an increase, decrease or intermediate peak in pathogen abundance as host food is increased, when the host is a bacteria, invertebrate or vertebrate. All three model-predicted responses can be found in the empirical literature.](ele0017-0284-f4){#fig04}

Of the 52 studies that met our criteria, about half (25) documented a decrease in pathogen load, while the other half (25) documented an increase. Two showed an intermediate peak. Pathogens infecting invertebrate hosts were much more likely to increase in response to increased host food, whereas pathogens infecting vertebrates were much more likely to decrease.

Discussion
==========

The goal of this study was threefold: (1) to motivate the need for an extended epidemiological theory that considers the role of within-host resources, (2) to provide such a theoretical framework by developing and analysing several alternative models of the interaction between resources, the immune system and pathogens and (3) to summarise resource-based empirical patterns in the existing literature. By demonstrating that the dynamics of resources, immune cells and pathogens are qualitatively different under the different model structures introduced here, this work provides guidance to future empirical studies that can more directly test the plausibility of these models.

Experiments showing that poor nutrition, whether through diet quantity or quality, leads to a weakened immune response go back to the early decades of the 20th century ([@b8]; [@b40]; [@b18]) and continue, with increasing sophistication, to the present ([@b31]; [@b26]; [@b4]). Studies explicitly testing the influence of host resources on pathogen abundance are less common, primarily because it is difficult to disentangle the direct effect of host resources on pathogen replication from the indirect effect of host resources on pathogen mortality, mediated by the immune system. However, recognition of the fact that host diet has both positive and negative effects on pathogens has been recognised for decades ([@b40]; [@b5]), and can be seen in the results of our empirical survey ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}).

However, existing models of within-host dynamics cannot predict these responses, as they typically assume that pathogen abundance is limited either by the immune system only ([@b2]; [@b1]; [@b14]) or by resources only ([@b22]; [@b16]). Even models incorporating both an immune system and pathogen resource do not consider that the immune system might also be resource limited ([@b48]; [@b30]). It therefore seems reasonable that an extended theory is needed.

The models we propose above bracket a range of possible levels of resource interaction between hosts and pathogens, from fully independent (separate resources for pathogens and immune system) to fully antagonistic (competing for the same resource). These models are qualitatively distinct from previous attempts to model the immune--pathogen interaction as either a predator--prey system or as a consumer--resource system (e.g. [@b2]; [@b22]). In particular, because immune proliferation requires both pathogens and energy, the interaction is fundamentally different from a predator--prey interaction. In predator--prey systems, killed prey lead directly to increased predators. Here, killed pathogens ('prey') only indirectly lead to increased immune cells ('predators'): even an immune system encountering and killing many pathogens cannot proliferate without energy. This suggests that our models are distinct from both standard predator--prey theory and from ecological theory that combines both predation and resource competition, such as intraguild predation theory ([@b21]).

Our models are also distinct from models of resource competition. V. H. Smith and colleagues have shown how concepts like *R*^\*^ and resource ratio theory might apply to pathogens ([@b43],[@b44]; [@b45]; [@b46]). For example, applying the *R*^\*^ concept to our models, it is possible to calculate the equilibrium energy abundance () for the immune-only and pathogen-only cases. The value of in the immune-only system determines whether the pathogen can persist (the pathogen must have a positive per capita growth rate when the system is at the immune-only equilibrium). However, the value of in the pathogen-only system is not meaningful because the immune system has no minimum resource requirement. As long as there is any energy in the system, baseline allocation ensures that immune cells will be produced. The pathogen cannot drive the immune system to extinction through competition for resources.

We suggest the immune--pathogen interaction is fundamentally distinct from any consumer--resource interaction and that our models provide a unique perspective on this interaction. Here, we show that the models make qualitatively different predictions regarding how increasing resource acquisition rate impacts immune abundance and pathogen load. Perhaps unsurprisingly, most of the models (the exception being the pathogen priority model) predict that immune abundance will increase with increasing resources. This prediction fits with intuition and with studies demonstrating the energetic cost of mounting an immune response ([@b28]). More interesting are the predictions for pathogen load. Both the independent energy and pathogen priority models predict that pathogen load will increase in response to increased resource acquisition, whereas the energy antagonism model predicts a peak in pathogen load at intermediate resource acquisition and the immune priority model predicts that pathogen load will decrease over much of parameter space. Moreover, equilibrium pathogen loads vary considerably with model topology, suggesting that energetics may affect infection duration (discussed below).

These differences in predictions reflect the action of different ecological mechanisms. The independent energy model predicts that both immune abundance and pathogen load will increase because the resources are independent, so increasing energy acquisition increases the reproduction rate of both species. The pathogen priority model predicts that immune abundance will be constant and low because of pathogenic suppression of the immune response through resource preemption. The immune priority model predicts declining pathogen loads because the immune system can suppress pathogen replication through resource preemption, in addition to killing the pathogen directly. The energy antagonism model shows features of both the pathogen priority and immune priority models, causing pathogen load to peak at intermediate energy acquisition rates.

Pathogenic suppression of the immune response is fairly well-documented ([@b39]). This most commonly takes the form of direct manipulation of the immune response, but resource consumption by the pathogen can also reduce the energy available for mounting a costly immune response ([@b25]; [@b9]). The converse possibility, that the immune response might deplete resources required by the pathogen, has not been considered experimentally.

However, several lines of evidence support the hypothesis that the immune response can deplete pathogen resources. Life history theory predicts that, when energy is limiting, the up-regulation of any physiological process that requires energy will force reallocation of resources from other processes ([@b42]). Immune challenge experiments that expose hosts to a novel antigen have shown that there are significant energy costs of immune up-regulation (for reviews, see [@b23]; [@b28]). Basal metabolic rate can increase by 15--30% upon exposure to non-fever inducing challenge; fever can increase this between 10 and 20% for each degree of temperature increase. Whole-body glucose consumption can increase by 68%. Nitrogen excretion increases as amino acids are depleted from muscle tissue for use in immune protein synthesis. These changes to energetic processes can have substantial impacts on other aspects of life history, including loss of body mass ([@b35]), reduction of lipid stores ([@b10]), and reduced reproductive investment ([@b7]). All of this points to a significant reallocation cost of immune up-regulation, one that could easily impinge on pathogen resource availability as hypothesised by the immune priority and energy antagonism models.

For some systems, we have sufficient knowledge of the biology to hypothesise a most likely model structure among those studied here. For example, malaria parasites (*Plasmodium*) use red blood cells (RBCs) as a resource; while the relevant immune resource is unclear, it is not RBCs (hosts typically increase RBC production during infection-induced anaemia), suggesting that this system best fits the independent energy model. Moreover, [@b30]) have shown that *Plasmodium* dynamics cannot be explained without considering both immune killing and resource density.

Castrating parasites, those that cause chronic infection with no host reproduction, appear to fit many of the assumptions of the pathogen priority model. In particular, parasite abundance increases with increased host food in these systems ([@b38]; [@b11]; [@b41]; [@b19]). For *Daphnia*, at least, the immune response appears to play very little role in limiting parasite reproduction ([@b32]; [@b3]). Moreover, existing models for parasitic castration (e.g. [@b20]) share the essential features of the pathogen priority model: in these models, the parasite\'s resource is 'upstream' of all other metabolic processes.

For many systems, however, the data are insufficient to determine which of the proposed model structures is most likely. The empirical data ([Fig. 4](#fig04){ref-type="fig"}) document a previously unrecognised pattern that clearly relates infection outcomes to within-host resource dynamics. These data suggest that further empirical investigation is warranted, and our models provide a conceptual framework to guide such investigation. In particular, the approach taken by [@b30]) of confronting competing models that include resource, immune and pathogen dynamics with empirical data using model fitting will be a powerful tool for understanding the role of within-host resources in particular systems.

The empirical literature survey reveals that the response of pathogens to changes in host food varies across systems. The most obvious difference is between invertebrates and vertebrates, with pathogens infecting invertebrates much more likely to increase in response to increases in host food than pathogens infecting vertebrates. The reasons for this difference are interesting as they may reflect fundamental differences between vertebrate and invertebrate immune systems, the most obvious being the presence of adaptive immunity in vertebrates. In particular, leucocytic cytokines of the vertebrate immune system are known to play an important role in regulating many of the metabolic consequences of immune up-regulation ([@b23]). No known molecules play a similar role in invertebrates. Alternatively, pathogens in invertebrates may be more likely to be resource-limited. Vertebrates tend to be larger than invertebrates and ingestion increases with body size ([@b24]), so it may be that pathogens in vertebrate hosts are energy saturated, so that their abundances are regulated only by the immune response, whereas pathogen abundance in invertebrates is regulated by both resource availability and the immune response. Similar arguments might also explain why pathogens in bacteria always increased in abundance with host food, as bacteria have only very rudimentary immune systems and their small size may predispose their pathogens to resource limitation. The existence of resource-based patterns in infection outcome suggests that further work is warranted, and the models developed here can serve as a conceptual framework for such experiments.

The models developed here can provide a novel perspective on other open questions in epidemiology. For example, decreased food consumption is a common response to infection, and many studies have suggested that anorexia might be an adaptive host response (Murray & [@b34]; [@b12]; Ayres & [@b4]). The models proposed here provide a theoretical framework for exploring the adaptive value of anorexia. Our results already suggest that anorexia will be beneficial whenever the pathogen can preempt resource use by the immune system.

Models that incorporate within-host energy can provide new insight into the question of whether an infection is acute or chronic. In most epidemiological theory, the duration of infection is a modelling assumption ([@b1]). The models presented here are models of chronic infection, in part because it is known empirically that chronic infections can have dramatic effects on host nutritional status ([@b5]). However, the differences in equilibrium pathogen load predicted by each model suggest that differences in energetic structure may influence infection duration. In particular, if there are independent resources or the immune system can preempt the pathogen, acute infections are more likely as pathogen load is very low, whereas if the pathogen can suppress the immune response through resource consumption, chronic infections are more likely. Moreover, theory suggests several mechanisms that can produce acute infection, including immortal immune cells ([@b1]), time delays in the immune response ([@b13]) or immune 'memory' ([@b48]). Each of these could be affected by within-host resources.

This model could also be used to understand the ecological and evolutionary feedbacks between within-host and among-host processes. In recent years, there has been considerable interest in using 'nested' models to explicitly link within- and among-host processes. Such models can provide insight on the emergence of trade-offs between epidemiological parameters and the consequences of conflicting selection ([@b17]). However, in most cases the nesting of the within-host model into the among-host model is 'inessential': within-host processes may affect among-host processes, but there is no reciprocal feedback ([@b29]). The explicit inclusion of within-host resources in our models allows for essential nesting: within-host resource dynamics are affected by host ingestion from the environment, but the dynamics of environmental resources are affected by among-host processes. There is a feedback from among-host processes to within-host processes mediated by host resources. Such feedbacks will certainly affect the evolution of both host and pathogen traits. We expect that understanding the ecological and evolutionary implications of such feedbacks will be a rich vein for future study. In general, we suggest that broadening the ecological view of the interaction between the immune system and pathogens to include resources will help to understand and manage disease systems ([@b45]; [@b46]).
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